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Parking is the way most people get to work—and most are not paying for it; their companies and/or the cities in which they are located are.

“Parking is the dominant feature of the urban environment,” said Dave King, assistant professor of architecture, planning and preservation at Columbia University. Parking ramps and surface lots dot city landscapes and “parking is bundled into the cost of everything.”

King was part of a panel on Where Do We Park Those Cars? Innovative Parking Strategies, the second in a ULI Minnesota series of discussions about building better, healthier communities.

An oversupply of parking spaces

Zoning codes tend to require more parking spaces than are actually used, King said, creating a system that is designed for sprawl. Parking crowds out better buildings, makes downtown streets less hospitable to pedestrians and creates significant opportunity losses for cities.

King recommends reducing the parking required for new developments, unbundling parking from buildings and creating shared parking; increasing transit, ridesharing and taxis; prioritizing pedestrians; and requiring parking structures, when built, to be adaptable to other uses.
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Legacy parking lots

In Minneapolis, although establishment of new surface parking lots has been prohibited since 1999, existing lots still take up a significant amount of downtown land, especially in
East Downtown, where the new football stadium will be built. Beth Elliott, principal city planner for the Department of Community Planning and Economic Development, said there are three primary categories of owners for these properties: commercial parking lots, often owned by families who see them as an important source of long-term income; lots owned by developers, who may be holding them for potential development; and employer-owned lots, serving various businesses. The city approaches each of these kinds of owners differently, in an attempt to make way for more intense, transit-oriented development.

Parking will be part of the development of the area, Elliott said, but the goal is to have it either below buildings or embedded in the buildings; there will be no new surface parking lots and the lots that currently exist in that area are expected to disappear as new residential, retail, business and a park are developed. The City is working on a new formula for purchase of surface parking lots so the land can be used for development. “Development can only occur when it creates a supportable land value for the developer,” she said.
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